ACROSS
1 Being there, crossing Channel Islands, shows foresight (10)
6 Examine client’s head in clinic (4)
9 With tidal variation around Cape and exploratory oil well (7)
10 Small child in front of bank in down-and-outs’ place? (4,3)
12 Leave one in no doubt what order the letters come in? (5,2,3)
13 Go, heading off to get vase (3)
15 Timetable: notice article containing information (6)
16 Respectful of US patriot not dropping round (8)
18 Come down and stay close to Blackpool Tower, say (8)
20 Anger after Foreign Office prompts raid (6)
23 Nip, or nipper? (3)
24 Money collected by earl in poor county (10)
26 Intensely serious, boy penning note (7)
27 After first course, perhaps study little (7)
28 Time everyone of more than average height (4)
29 With strong conviction, treated them evenly (10)

DOWN
1 Clumsily handle new piece (4)
2 Obscure film excerpts shown in middle of week (7)
3 Director caught and led imbecile off round rear of Windmill (5,1,7)
4 Call for translation of Latin after end of service (6)
5 Client’s order, in general (8)
7 Party may make Charlie get excited (7)
8 Occasionally note old conductor’s baton in that case (3,3,4)
11 Where one may find a disgraced boxer? (2,3,8)
14 Wastrel let loose in financial centre (4,6)
17 Dark lady, Ms Davis maybe, about to direct (8)
19 Turning brown, Russian river, as is to be expected (7)
21 Arrangement of mostly tropical fruit (7)
22 Girl, fool to be taken in by fairy story (6)
25 Begrudge diplomat lacking nothing (4)

Solution 15,833
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